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ABOUT THE EUROPEAN TRAVEL COMMISSION (ETC)

OUR MISSION
Strengthen the sustainable development of Europe as a 

tourist destination and increase competitiveness, through  

knowledge gathering and sharing amongst members and 

lobbying as well as by establishing a professional marketing 

platform for the successful promotion of member countries.

OUR MEMBERS
34 National Tourism Organisations (NTOs) in Europe

11 private organisations (Associates)

OUR MANDATE

Non-profit organisation responsible for the promotion of

Europe as a travel destination.

ETC-CORPORATE.ORG



NEW REPORT PUBLISHED JANUARY 2022

SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL IN AN ERA OF DISRUPTION: 

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON SUSTAINABLE TOURISM ATTITUDES



New ETC Market Study

Our objectives were to shed light on the way 
COVID-19 has influenced:

• Consumer’s understanding and appreciation of 
sustainability

• The extent to which this understanding has 
influenced their attitude towards sustainable 
travel choices

• The extent to which this change is represented 
in their projected travel behaviour

• The conditions that may foster a more 
sustainable travel behaviour

This research was co-financed by the Centre of Expertise 
Leisure, Tourism and Hospitality, Breda University of 
Applied Sciences and the European Tourism Futures 
Institute



Key findings

• Pre-pandemic, current and projected travel behaviour of the respondents do 
align, indicating  a very limited impact of the pandemic on the likelihood of 
adopting more sustainable travel behaviour in the future

• Overall, travellers are most likely to adopt sustainable practices in the behavioural
category of interacting with the local community and immersing in local life, 
learning about the local traditions and trades, buying local products and choosing 
locally owned restaurants while in the destination

• Constraints found to have a significant impact on the likelihood of adopting more 
sustainable travel practices in the future are money and time



Key findings – behavioural clusters 

Market segmentation 

based on value 

orientations and 

behavioural patterns



Actions for DMOs, NTOs or tourism business to stimulate 

behavioural change

Frontrunners



Actions for DMOs, NTOs or tourism business to stimulate 

behavioural change

Comfortable 

crowd



Actions for DMOs, NTOs or tourism business to stimulate 

behavioural change

Comfortable 

crowd



Actions for DMOs, NTOs or tourism business to stimulate 

behavioural change

Entitled 

Stewards



Actions for DMOs, NTOs or tourism business to stimulate 

behavioural change

Laggards



Other recommendations to DMOs, NTOs and tourism business 

• Monitor the lifestyle choices and interests of your travellers to develop fitting 
sustainable offers

• Collaborate with data agencies to gather information about consumer lifestyles 
(e.g. data about daily tasks, leisure and recreation, tourism, communication, 
social participation, etc.) – you may buy relevant data or may sponsor questions 
in future Surveys

• Do customer satisfaction surveys to enhance understanding of traveller’s choices

• Collect best practices/tips/tricks of environmentally-conscious travellers to 
influence the choices of other travellers (e.g. via review websites, social media, 
etc).



Strategic actions for policymakers and third sector members

• Infrastructure development to 

enable the use of alternative 

transport modes
Examples: 

1. Continue investing in E-infrastructure (e.g. 

availability of charging infrastructure, hydrogen 

points)

2. Reduce the number of car parking lots at 

popular destinations and increase options for and 

the quality of mass transport

3. Encourage the use of park and ride systems for 

large cities to achieve multi-modal transportation

4. Use zoning to create CO2 neutral/pedestrian 

zones

• Financial incentives/measures to 

foster the provision and choice of 

sustainable alternatives
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TRAVEL 
INTENTIONS



Poland

82.4%

Q11. Do you plan to take an overnight trip domestically or within Europe in the 
next 6 months, either for personal or professional purposes? No. of respondents: 5,998

Intention to travel in the next 6 months
Top 5 markets that are most likely 

to travel in the next 6 months

Germany

80.8%

Despite the ongoing war in Ukraine, Europeans’ travel sentiment climbs to new heights:  
over 3 in 4 Europeans plan to travel by September 2022 (+16%)

Spain

83.6%

81.8%

Italy

84.6%

* Statistically significant difference vs 
previous survey period
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Poland’s travel sentiment holds steady,
although it has dropped 2 places
compared to the December ’21 survey



Q15. To which country(ies) do you plan to travel next?

PREFERRED COUNTRIES 
FOR EUROPEANS’ NEXT 
INTERNATIONAL TRIP

With the approaching summer period, 
Europeans’ interest in Mediterranean 
destinations peaks

TOP 10 COUNTRIES

No. of respondents: 4,401

*Please use this map as a reference only

March ‘22 survey

Spain 10.8%
Italy 8.9%
France 8.7%
Greece 7.0%
Portugal 5.1%
Croatia 5.1%
Germany 4.9%
Turkey 4.0%
UK 3.5%
Netherlands 2.8%

4%*

3%*

3%*

* Statistically significant change vs previous survey period



Q19. What type of leisure trip within Europe are you most likely to undertake next? No. of respondents: 4,606

Preferred type of leisure trip for respondents most likely 
to travel in the next 6 months

* Statistically significant difference vs previous survey period

7%*

3%*

Sun & Beach holidays (+7%) are Europeans’ leading choice for the 
summer

43% of Europeans travelling with 
their family will opt for Sun & Beach 

and Coast & Sea holidays

“Coast & Sea” and “Sun & Beach“ holidays are separated in this survey because some destinations like the Netherlands, Denmark, the Baltic
countries, etc., offer coast & sea experiences and sports (e.g. sailing) but they are not necessarily associated with sun & beach vacations and
experiences like Spain, Italy, Greece, etc.

March ‘22 survey



TRIP 
PLANNING



Q18. With whom are you most likely to travel during your next trip within Europe?

Preferred travel companion for respondents 
who are most likely to travel in the next 6 months

With my family

With my partner

By myself

With friends

As summer approaches, family travel is once again Europeans’ leading choice (40%).
Plans for solo travel and business trips drop

39,9%

36,5%

11,4%

8,2%
2,3%

1,8%

With colleagues

With an organised
group

March ‘22
survey

6%*

No. of respondents: 4,606

5%*



Despite the surge in travel sentiment, only 1 in 4 Europeans have fully booked their next trip, indicating a limited level of
consumer commitment and some potential impact of the war in Ukraine

Q22. Please select a response which best describes the planning for your next trip: No. of respondents: 3,822

* % change vs previous survey period

Status of planning for the next trip

28,8%
21,9% 17,4%

26,1%
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7,5%
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I have not yet chosen where I will travel next

I have chosen where I want to go but not yet booked/arranged my trip

I have booked/arranged the accommodation for my next trip

I have booked/arranged the transportation for my next trip

I have booked/arranged all travel and accommodation components for my next trip

* Statistically significant difference vs previous survey period

No. of respondents: 4,606

9%*



TRAVEL 
CONCERNS



Q3. Which factors will make you feel more confident to start planning a trip in the next months within Europe? No. of respondents: 5,998

As Europeans are already vaccinated to a great extent, COVID-19 vaccination is no longer the top travel confidence 
booster; flexible cancellation policies and lifted travel restrictions have taken the lead, while the importance of bargains 
and attractive deals also increased, potentially leading to more last-minute bookings

13,8%
13,1% 12,9%

10,2%

7,7% 7,7%

Flexible cancellation
policies

Fully lifted travel
restrictions

Getting vaccinated for
COVID-19

Bargains and attractive
deals

Destinations’ 
effectiveness in 

managing COVID-19 

Health & safety
protocols at the

destination

Top travel confidence boosters

March ‘22 survey

3%*

* Statistically significant difference vs previous survey period

4%*

3%*



No. of respondents: 4,606

Leading concerns for those who are most likely to travel next

Q4. What currently concerns you the most about travelling within Europe? 
The answers to this question did not include an option referring to the Russia-
Ukraine war. Future research waves will examine this aspect.

* No significant changes between waves were recorded for this question

March ‘22 survey

‘TRAVEL-READY’ EUROPEANS’ CONCERNS
Quarantine measures remain Europeans’ most critical concern while the economic situation is still of relatively 
low concern

5%*



Thank you very much for your attention!


